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and weaknesses this implies. complaints of suburban America; yel Lippman

Confronted with Vice President Spiro also illuminates Agnew's inability to com-

Agnew, newsmen tend to lose their cool. They The reader gains insight into Agnew's municate on the same wave length with ac-
either despise or admire him beyond normal quarrel with the news media and the reason he tivist blacks and students.
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Uncrowned queen and frontier
By CLARENCE J. LA ROCHE and incisive evaluation. All this is tied together with a writing Mysterious. b€

style that is both fast and fascinating. Ishbel Ross knows few adjectives to
She was christened Marie Dolores Eliza Rosanna Gilbert with Scotland, where the Lola Montez story begins, for she was born hand whip to go

some Irish and Spanish in her ancestry ; and it was this ancestry there. She began newspaper work in Canada, later worked in New young at 43, but
that moved this beauty to take the name with which she comes York City for the Herald-Tribune, was with the U S. Office of War living to the fulle
down to us in history: Lola Montez. Information in World War II and has authored 22 books, most of

them about famous women.
She was in the United States only a decade, 1851-1861, but her

years in California left an imprint on the Old West and gave her a Lola Montez was born in Ireland, went to India with her young Excel
place among the legendary women of the frontier. Over a hun- parents where she grew up fluent in Hindustani and Bengali, as
dred pages of Ishbel Ross' biography, THE UNCROW'NED well as English. At eight she was sent to Scotland to be educated,
QUEEN: LIFE OF Lol.A MONTEZ I Harper & Row), is devoted her vild, fiery streak-already evident to her parents in
to her activities in the United States, principally in California and India-brought rebellion at school. At 15, she was brought back to byb
the ~ est and New York State, where she died in Astoria, Jan. 17, India by her mother, who announced she was to marry a wealthy
1861. 60-year-old, a supreme court judge. Lola's reaction was to smash Good poets artea sets, destroy the trousseau her mother had prepared, and field, has proved

Meticulous research has gone into the volume, and the author, elope with a young lieutenant.
Lihile bringing sympathy to her work, has done so without sen- she fits the pictu
timentality. With the research, Miss Ross adds keen appraisal She was off and running, and before she stopped some of the The slim volumost prominent male figures in the world had felt her influence tinent subject

and romantic attachment-Franz List, Alexandre Dumas had sometimes-buther as mistress ; the Russian imperial family was her friend: sheDiamond cartel knew Disraeli, Palmerston and Brougham, and came by her'title vision to the tota
"uncrowned queen" honestly, by being the friend and adviser of T:King Ludwig of Bavaria: he built her a palace and made her

plot for thriller Countess of Landsberg.
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nan for suburbia with all the strengths has been able to identify with deep seated And, if anyone is wondering, Agnew is not a

aknesses this implies. complaints of suburban America; yet Lippman creation of his writers. In fact, he crafted the
also illuminates Agnew's inability to com- gut portions of his 1969 New Orleans speech

reader gains insight into Agnew's municate on the same wave length with ae- himself, including the blast at "an effete corps
I with the news media and the reason he tivist blacks and students. of impudent snobs who characterize them-

selves as intellectuals."
Readers preparing themselves for the 1972

campaign will find two recently published
guides to be of considerable assistance,
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queen and frontier woman
and incisive evaluation. All this is tied together with a writing Mysterious. beautiful, captivating, wild.-  these are only a
stvle that is both fast and fascinating. Ishbel Ross knows few adjectives to describe Lola, whose trademark was a small

,rt with Scotland, where the Lola Montez story begins, for she was born hand whip to go with her lashing tongue. She may have died
icestry there. She began newspaper work in Canada, later worked in New young at 43. but she was very old in the wide experiencing of
comes york City for the Herald-Tribune. was with the U.S. Office of War living to the fullest.

Information in World War II and has authored 22 books, most of
them about famous women.

but her
e her a Lola Montez was born in Ireland, went to India with her young Excellent work
a hun- parents where she grew up fluent in Hindustani and Bengali, as
WNED well as English. At eight she was sent to Scotland to be educated, ~ ~ ~ IC:1 c k ~0 oe tlevoted but her wild, fiery streak-already evident to her parents m
nia and India-brought rebellion at school. At 15, she was brought back to
Jan. 17, India by her mother, who announced she was to marry a wealthy

151)-year-old, a supreme court judge. Lola's reaction was to smash Good poets are hard to find, but Mari Evans, young in the
tea sets, destroy the trousseau her mother had prepared, and field, has proved with I AM A BLACK WOMAN (Morrow) that

author, elope with a young lieutenant.
,ut sen- she fits the picture.
,praisal She was off and running, and before she stopped some of the

most prominent male figures in the world had felt her influence The slim volume of poetry has tremendous rhythm and per-

and romantic attachment-Franz List, Alexandre Dumas had tinent subjeet matter. Miss Evans writes about herself
sometimes-but with profound perspective that extends her

her as mistress; the Russian imperial family was her friend: she vision to the total community, and the black community.
knew Disraeli, Palmerston and Brougham, and came by her title
"uncrowned queen" honestly, by being the friend and adviser of Take this sample:
King Ludwig of Bavaria: he built her a palace and made her
Countess of Landsberg. 'I am a black woman

#f~t_~'~'1»43'_ the music of my song
some sweet arpeggio of tears

, who f-~~ is written in a minor key
and In. He - t~ 4- can be heard humming in the night"
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For the Miss Evans, meanwhile. is working in televisio.: as producer -
itself, 51 director of "The Black Experience," a weekly presentation in

pe and ~ 4 Indianapolis. She is also currently writer - in - residence at
Indiana University.- D.W.
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This analysis is based on reports
obleitred from more than 125 bookstores 1. The Game of the Foxes. Farago,
in 64 communities of the United States. 2. E'eanor and franklin. Lash.

ACTION 3. Tracy and Hepburn. Kanin.
4. The Defense Never Rests. E,irey1. The Winds of War. Wouk.

2. The Word. Wallace. with Aronson.

itry by 3. The Exorcist. Sfatly. 5. The Moon's A Balloon. Niven.

itory of 4. Wheels. Hailey.
5. The Assessins. Knan. 6. The Doubfe-Cross System.o much Le/a Montez 6. The Day of the Jackal. Forsyth. Masterman.
7. The Blue Knight. Wambaugh. I. Bring Me A Unkern. Lindberg.

11Portrait of "the uncrowned queen, from the 8, Messaoe From Maf43. Mactrines. E. Open Marrigge. O'Neill.
9. Monday the Rabbi Took Off. 9. Sculs w Fire. Wies0.stream book by Ishbel Ross and published by Harper & Kemelman. 10. Bury My Heart %1 Wounded Knee.

Row. 10. The Betsy. Robbins. Brown.
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